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Lenox Instrument Co.
265 Andrews Rd.
19053 Trevose, PA
USA
Pennsylvania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
LENOX HIGH TEMPERATURE VIDEO CAMERA SYSTEMS can withstand temperatures up to 4250F and
provide high-resolution live video images from inside your furnace. LENOX has the largest selection of both
fixed and portable systems assuring you the highest quality, state of the art CCTV system, utilizing the latest
CCD video chip technology.
LENOX has the right High Temperature Camera to satisfy the rigorous demands of the glass industry. With a Glass
Furnace Camera you can monitor the furnace continuously right from the control room. We can supply: Glass Melter
Cameras, Float Glass Furnace Cameras, and Forehearth Cameras, among others.
With a Lenox Furnace Camera you can view::
The logs
The melt point
The bubbling
Burner performance
Float Glass manufacturers have benefited from using our Tin Bath Periscope to monitor the amount of trim being
produced as well as the function of the ADS or Top Knurl Wheels. These units extend into the bath and observe the
wheel and the trim level at the optimal head on perspective. These units are typically 10.5 feet long and are supplied
with side viewing, which furnishes the optimal direct view.
The LENOX BORESCOPE/ENDOSCOPE line offers exceptional value with the following products:
Flexible Fiberscopes
Rigid Borescopes
Micro Borescopes and Flexible Micro Fiberscopes
Sectional Borescopes
Videoscopes
Periscopes
Typical applications for LENOX BORESCOPES:
Turbine Inspection
Diesel Inspection
Engine Inspection
Medical Tubing Inspection
Covert Surveillance
Casting Inspection
Pipe and Tube Inspection
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